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Excitotoxins

1998

nutrasweet aspartame has been scientifically linked to brain tumors brain cell damage and neurological

conditions such as alzheimer s and parkinson s disease according to author russell blaylock md a practicing

board certified neurosurgeon we are witnessing enormous damage to the brain and nervous system due to the

ever increasing amount of nutrasweet and other excitotoxic subtances added to our foods publisher website june

2007

Feeding You Lies

2020-02-18

this follow up to new york times bestseller the food babe way exposes the lies we ve been told about our food

and takes readers on a journey to find healthy options there s so much confusion about what to eat are you
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jumping from diet to diet and nothing seems to work are you sick of seeing contradictory health advice from

experts just like the tobacco industry lied to us about the dangers of cigarettes the same untruths cover ups and

deceptive practices are occurring in the food industry vani hari aka the food babe blows the lid off the lies we ve

been fed about the food we eat lies about its nutrient value effects on our health label information and even the

very science we base our food choices on you ll discover how nutrition research is manipulated by food company

funded experts how to spot fake news generated by big food the tricks food companies use to make their food

addictive why labels like all natural and non gmo aren t what they seem and how to identify the healthiest food

food marketing hoaxes that persuade us into buying junk food disguised as health food vani guides you through

a 48 hour toxin takedown to rid your pantry and your body of harmful chemicals a quick and easy plan that

anyone can do a blueprint for living your life without preservatives artificial sweeteners additives food dyes or

fillers eating foods that truly nourish you and support your health feeding you lies is the first step on a new path

of truth in eating and a journey to your best health ever
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Plants That Kill

2018-03-06

this richly illustrated book provides an in depth natural history of the most poisonous plants on earth covering

everything from the lethal effects of hemlock and deadly nightshade to the uses of such plants in medicine ritual

and chemical warfare dust jacket

Head-And-Neck Cancer Kills...

2017-11-02

cancer categorized as head and neck does not get the attention that it should while not in the category of most

common cancers it is among the most debilitating and deadly head and neck cancer is very difficult to detect and

to diagnose that is why it is almost always advanced either stage 3 or stage 4 when diagnosed mine was stage

4 head and neck cancer is described as insidious and is in the opinion of many medical professionals unarguably
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the most painful of any cancers to treat the painful nature of the treatment is due to the massive amount of

radiation introduced into the oral cavity throat larynx and esophagus often destroying the mucosa and ultimately

leaving the mouth and throat an excruciatingly painful raw and bloody mess the pain is almost never completely

eliminated by even the most powerful painkillers such as morphine or fentanyl chemotherapy was an adjunct to

my primary treatment which was radiation radiation treatment to the head and neck area destroys the mucosa

taste buds saliva glands and compromises one s ability to swallow the cancer and its treatment often also cause

some of the most morbid surgeries a person can undergo surgeries which cause nightmarish degradation to one

s quality of life while undergoing cancer treatment i chronicled my experience by sending e mail notes initially to

a small group of family and friends my initial intimate sharing mushroomed because many of them in turn shared

those notes far and wide many who received my notes told me don you have a story to tell i hope you will write

a book about your experience and include your e mail updates this is the story of my fight with stage 4

squamous cell carcinoma scc at the base of the tongue which had metastasized into the neck the journey began

with what was thought at the time to be a swollen lymph node in the neck to being diagnosed with stage 4

cancer and on through rigorous simultaneous treatment with chemotherapy and radiation to surgery and the

culmination of where i am today my story is an in the moment description of the emotional roller coaster that
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anyone with advanced cancer experiences there are those high low and in between moments that typify a

person s coping with what at stage 4 is most often an eventual death sentence mine was a journey during which

i was accompanied by a host of friends family and even strangers who nurtured and encouraged me by their

responses to my notes you will see just a sampling of those notes of encouragement received along with my

responses to their supportive messages ultimately i believe you will learn one of the most powerful lessons of all

when it comes to encountering one of life s most difficult challenges facing death it is a lesson that will be of

benefit to anyone it is a lesson in faith hope and the power of prayer

The Kills

2014-08-05

a masterwork of international intrigue set in the ashes of war torn iraq italy and areas in between richard house s

the kills is an epic novel of crime and conspiracy told in four books it begins with a man on the run and ends

with a burned body moving across continents characters and genres there will be no more ambitious or exciting

novel published this year
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Who Killed the Heartbreak Kid?

2006-02

g d wears many masks and one is groucho marx a narrator of mel waldman s daring and profoundly thoughtful

novel declares it is a clue and testimony to the threads of humor and irony that weave through this tale of erotic

encounter romance insanity and murder ranging from the neighborhoods of brooklyn to manhattan s bleecker

street with stopovers at kennebunkport maine dr waldman composes a dark and at times tender and moving

fantasy of a modern day odysseus s quest for mental stability and love who killed the heartbreak kid is that rare

mystery novel less concerned with whodunit than with the riddles of the human psyche sidney offit novelist

teacher and curator of the george polk journalism awards brooklyn noir and a thrilling ride through the labyrinth

of the human psyche revealing our darkest thoughts and emotions a must read richard freeman publisher of pbw

like a wild ride on the coney island cyclone it s a breathtaking journey and murder mystery with an intriguing

exploration of posttraumatic stress disorder and multiple personality through the eyes of a trauma survivor non

stop excitement richard e frenkel m d author psychiatrist psychoanalyst researcher lecturer and speaker at the
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united nations

Fats that Heal, Fats that Kill

1993

in fats that heal fats that kill expert udo erasmus takes an in depth look at the oil industry read about the politics

of health and the way our bodies assimilate oil learn about modern healthful oils like flax evening primrose and

hemp

Leopards Kill

2007-05-15

a journey into the hell that is the war on terror a heart of darkness for the new century former army special

forces soldier jack pilgrim has it all big bucks a successful security business with plush government contracts a

beautiful wife then pilgrim s partner merc conrad goes missing in afghanistan with a chunk of government cash
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and most of the company s assets the cia threatens to throw pilgrim in jail if he doesn t find merc and return the

money pilgrim knows his business and his extravagant lifestyle are on the line but merc saved jack s life three

times while they served together in the army in afghanistan so jack owes him big determined to find conrad

pilgrim returns to afghanistan the country in chaos as the us prepares to pull out pilgrim follows merc s trail to

the border area of pakistan with every step he seems to descend deeper into a dantesque hell rumor has it that

conrad has fielded a guerilla army and is hot on the trail of osama bin laden the further into the uncharted border

zone jack pilgrim goes the larger the legend of merc conrad becomes warding off insurgent attacks and pockets

of terror cells pilgrim s odyssey into the afghan badlands has him questioning his own reality and the closer he

seems to get to conrad the more peril he faces if jack pilgrim wants to get out of afghanistan alive he may need

merc conrad now more than ever at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights

management software drm applied

Who Killed Shakespeare

2013-09-13
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first published in 2001 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

What Doesn't Kill Us

2017-01-03

what doesn t kill us a new york times bestseller traces our evolutionary journey back to a time when survival

depended on how well we adapted to the environment around us our ancestors crossed deserts mountains and

oceans without even a whisper of what anyone today might consider modern technology those feats of

endurance now seem impossible in an age where we take comfort for granted but what if we could regain some

of our lost evolutionary strength by simulating the environmental conditions of our ancestors investigative

journalist and anthropologist scott carney takes up the challenge to find out can we hack our bodies and use the

environment to stimulate our inner biology helping him in his search for the answers is dutch fitness guru wim hof

whose ability to control his body temperature in extreme cold has sparked a whirlwind of scientific study carney

also enlists input from an army scientist a world famous surfer the founders of an obstacle course race

movement and ordinary people who have documented how they have cured autoimmune diseases lost weight
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and reversed diabetes in the process he chronicles his own transformational journey as he pushes his body and

mind to the edge of endurance a quest that culminates in a record bending 28 hour climb to the snowy peak of

mt kilimanjaro wearing nothing but a pair of running shorts and sneakers an ambitious blend of investigative

reporting and participatory journalism what doesn t kill us explores the true connection between the mind and the

body and reveals the science that allows us to push past our perceived limitations

Who Killed American Poetry?

2019-10-18

throughout the 19th century american poetry was a profoundly populist literary form it circulated in new england

magazines and southern newspapers it was read aloud in taverns homes and schools across the country

antebellum reviewers envisioned poetry as the touchstone democratic genre and their civil war era counterparts

celebrated its motivating power singing poems on battlefields following the war however as criticism grew more

professionalized and american literature emerged as an academic subject reviewers increasingly elevated difficult

dispassionate writing and elite readers over their supposedly common counterparts thereby separating authentic
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poetry for intellectuals from popular poetry for everyone else conceptually and methodologically unique among

studies of 19th century american poetry who killed american poetry not only charts changing attitudes toward

american poetry but also applies these ideas to the work of representative individual poets closely analyzing

hundreds of reviews and critical essays karen l kilcup tracks the century s developing aesthetic standards and

highlights the different criteria reviewers used to assess poetry based on poets class gender ethnicity and

location she shows that as early as the 1820s critics began to marginalize some kinds of emotional american

poetry a shift many scholars have attributed primarily to the late century emergence of affectively restrained

modernist ideals mapping this literary critical history enables us to more readily apprehend poetry s status in

american culture both in the past and present and encourages us to scrutinize the standards of academic

criticism that underwrite contemporary aesthetics and continue to constrain poetry s appeal who american killed

poetry enlarges our understanding of american culture over the past two hundred years and will interest scholars

in literary studies historical poetics american studies gender studies canon criticism genre studies the history of

criticism and affect studies it will also appeal to poetry readers and those who enjoy reading about american

cultural history
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How Not to Kill Yourself

2023-05-11

illuminating riveting and for those of us who are suffering or know people who are potentially life savingly helpful

scott stossel the last time clancy martin tried to kill himself was in his basement with a dog leash he didn t write

a note how not to kill yourself is an affirmation of life by someone who has tried to end it multiple times it s about

standing in your bathroom every morning gearing yourself up to die it s about choosing to go on living anyway in

an unflinching account of his darkest moments clancy martin makes the case against suicide drawing on the

work of philosophers from seneca to jean améry through critical inquiry and practical steps we might yet answer

our existential despair more freely and with a little more creativity

Kill and Chill

2001-01-01
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a history of the structural changes in canada s cattle and beef commodity chain beginning with calf production

and cattle feeding on farms and feedlots it goes on to describe the changes in cattle marketing and the historical

development of meatpacking

One Bite Won't Kill You

1999

the toughest challenge many cooks face each day is feeding their own children by her own admission the writer

and humorist ann hodgman s kids are the worst eaters in the world and if she finds something one likes the

other inevitably hates it now for all similarly beleaguered parents hodgman brings together more than two

hundred recipes that everyone in the family can agree on like nonthreatening cheese fondue taco bake and roast

pork loin with apple crust many of them gathered from fellow parents one bite won t kill you also includes menus

for holiday meals recipes for birthday parties suggestions for in flight and car trip snacks sections on feeding

toddlers preschoolers elementary school kids and adolescents with hundreds of tips and anecdotes from other

parents one bite won t kill you makes the task of feeding kids not only a little easier but also a whole lot more
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fun

Miner's Kill

2020-08-24

jack leclere is a cop dodging bullets in what could best be described as friendly fire he took out the serial killer

who murdered his parents and half of new rhodes paid the price not to mention the rioting that gripped the city

over the julia mae jefferson murder his last big case so in the spirit of the aftermath his superiors have called into

question every sliver of his conduct jack is wealthy he doesn t need to be a detective and the top brass are

implying that maybe if he followed procedure like his livelihood depended on it he wouldn t want to be a cop

leonard beloit is a pillar of the community and a very wealthy man also which does him no good when jack gets

called to the grand royal theater to find him on the floor his chest pierced with a gem pickaxe jack s search for

the person who killed beloit starts with the search for the person who was beloit as he speaks with beloit s wife

and daughter and digs even further jack finds a lustful vagrant degenerate that would be unrecognizable in the

society pages gangs petty crimes and not so petty crimes seem to be beloit s off hours pastime none of this
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would call for beloit s death but jack will keep digging and soon realize he is peeling into the rot of the onion of

new rhodes high society of which he is a reluctant member the deeper he gets investigating what his peers are

doing in the shadows the more they investigate him asking in their own way whether he ll stop playing cop and

do something with the vast inheritance he rarely uses and claims to never want beloit s exploits take a very

dangerous turn in the form of a conspiracy to transport toxic chemicals through the adirondacks it may be that

the smoking gun is wrapped up in a smokestack the case to find and hold accountable beloit s killer will pit him

against not only the killer but a version of himself that it seems everyone around him sees that perhaps he can t

remain blind to anymore

Video Kill

2013-05-01

lights camera with painstaking care he casts his victims each woman resembling an alfred hitchcock star each

killing echoing six of the legendary director s films the only clue he leaves behind is a gruesome video of his

handiwork but the video killer shoots the death scenes as he believes they should have been done with total
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realism kill a former actress allison rocca knows her husband tony a screenwriter has been extra busy lately and

news reporter katy knows her ex chief detective sam ladera is desperately hunting the video killer still each

woman senses something unusual about the men s behavior but as they attempt to find the truth they unwittingly

draw closer to the lens of a calculating madman searching for his next leading lady

Off-License To Kill

2015-10-28

james vagabond star agent of britain s drunken secret service is sent back in time to stop u s prohibition from

ever happening with help from the delectable cherry waters he s going to save america s drinkers from a fate

worse than death enforced sobriety but can they defeat the infamous dr hoo nose who has other plans for an

unsuspecting 1918
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A Dream To Kill

2013-03-04

all she ever had was patrick now he was taken away now pay back is due and it won t be nice jessie would

make damn sure of it

Sports that Kill

1875

divmatt cobb deals with love and murder on the rink divdiv in the last installment of the popular matt cobb series

the tv network s expert troubleshooter faces a literal case of cold blooded murder at two in the morning he

stands in a manhattan ice rink over the grisly body of dr paul dinkover the network was supposed to be taping a

figure skating special and this discovery can t be a coincidence divdiv divdivthe victim is a psychologist one so

thoroughly disagreeable that any number of people could be considered suspects including beautiful wendy
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ichimi the show s celebrity skater but while cobb s men are mysteriously attacked he can t stop thinking about

the way dinkover died gripping an american flag a symbol or clue he can t unravel and as the leads and tension

mount it will take all of cobb s strength to keep his cool and remain on his two feet div

Would You Kill Him?

1889

subscribing to the view that language is for humans much like water is for fish this text underscores the

importance of implicit understandings language users have of how language works the work of kenneth burke

focuses maximum attention on the problem of scapegoating and its deeply embedded motivational resources in

language resources burke finds sufficiently potent and pervasive to disseminate across cultures what he refers to

as a cult of the kill burke s concerns with the problem of scapegoating and its links with the negative as an

essential feature of language are found to overlap and contrast in significant ways with the work of martin

heidegger and with postmodern especially deconstructive insights by way of conclusion the text addresses

criticisms of deconstruction and sets forth through a comparison of the views of jacques derrida and rhetorical
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theorist john macksoud a concise account of the laws and parameters of a postmodern understanding of

language offering an inclusive strategy of evaluation

Killed on the Ice

2012-12-18

over 1 600 total pages contains the following publications fm 5 103 survivability fasotragrupac lant 1520 8 rev 1

99 survival evasion resistance and escape multiservice tactics techniques and procedures mcrp 3 02h survival

evasion and recovery mcrp 3 02f survival mcrp 3 02e the individual s guide for understanding and surviving

terrorism fmfrp 12 80 kill or get killed

Cult of the Kill

2002

the green tree campers of america youth organization leads camping expeditions to educate their young mostly
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city raised members in outdoor skills and psl ranch in central texas is one of their favorite locations although this

ranchland is beautiful and full of interesting wildlife it can also be quite dangerous for the unprepared due to a

few lethal incidents involving campers named sally psl ranch hands created this informational safety guide to

avert injury maiming or death for those camping in this remote texas ranchland why sally what did sally ever do

to you these questions are often asked of ranch hands by visitors or during interrogations by law enforcement

officers following an incident the simple answer is why not sally what killed sally is a hilarious politically incorrect

and somewhat twisted collection of ways sally meets her maker while camping on a remote central texas ranch

fully illustrated what killed sally provides information on each incident while including interesting and sometimes

useless facts on the local wildlife fauna and inhabitants there s even a bonus section with some scrumptious

recipes that keep gtca campers well fed based on actual locations and the ranchers that manage the land what

killed sally provides all the information you ll need to survive the central texas outdoors should you decide to hike

or camp in this desolate wilderness had sally read this safety guide it may have saved her life
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Bullies and Denial Kill -

2002

this novel will keep echoing through the ages as the gravitational waves of the biggest events in the universe it

will stay with you forever julian got inspired to write about his life experiences after reading kary mullis book

dancing naked in the mind field everyone has something to teach the world you don t necessarily have to be a

nobel prize winner and even if you are you weren t born one all major achievers had to go through life with all its

comedy and drama dive into the underground world of your existence and come out on the other side as a new

person you need to know what is happening with your life before it s too late from working for the government

and getting involved in relationships with toxic women to being a lab technician in the processing of human blood

plasma and skilful law firm crusher in london there are amazing things to discover within these covers ultimately

you will learn the truth about the global scam of 2020 the author has spent over a year studying the science

behind coronaviruses mrna vaccines the pcr immunity disinformation psychology secret strategies and projects of

the future and statistics enjoy a shapeshifting book with powerful motifs for an extrasensory experience don t
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forget to listen to the recommended music for each chapter

Manuals Enhanced And Combined: FMFRP 12-80 Kill or Get Killed; FM

5-103 Survivability; MCRP 3-02H Survival, Evasion And Recovery; MCRP

3-02F Survival; and MCRP 3-02E Surviving Terrorism

2019-01-03

everyone in my family is a killer everyone in my family is a suspect but which of them is a murderer the best

thing i ve read in ages stuart macbride fun witty and exciting this is not one to miss 5 reader review a must read

for every fan of the mystery genre jane harper i knew our family reunion wouldn t end well but i didn t expect

murder maybe i should have known better after all everyone in my family is a killer my parents my siblings my in

laws even me the deaths weren t all deliberate of course accidents happen so when a body is found in the snow

it s clear it s the work of a cunningham but which one and why i ll give you one clue it wasn t me but a piece of

advice never trust a cunningham i absolutely loved it engaging entertaining and charming marian keyes clever
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unexpected and not to be missed karin slaughter deliciously dark funny and intriguing alex pavesi why readers

are loving everyone in my family has killed someone sharp slick original 5 reader review darkly atmospheric and

full of mystery i loved it 5 reader review this is without doubt going to be the standout novel of the year 5 reader

review i absolutely loved this from start to finish dark atmospheric and funny i would highly recommend it to

anyone who loves a good murder mystery 5 reader review

What Killed Sally

2021-06-01

life is not about winning or coming first in the finishing line it s about enjoying each and every moment of the

journey this book touches on those aspects which have the potential to change your life it has the power to

unleash unlimited energy in you to stay positive is the golden rule of winning the battle called life the author tried

to include all the possible points which can help to keep you inspired day in and day out with stories from life

and with short stories the author tried to explain the points which can be useful to find a new you within you

these topics are like a flap in the wings of the aeroplane which looks so small but have the power to control the
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multi ton aircraft lifts and drags it s like a small spark in the forest which can end up in a big wildfire these

aspects might look small but have the power to change your destiny

Kiss the Girl Save the World Kill the Baddie

2022-08-18

there s no available information at this time author will provide once information is available

Everyone In My Family Has Killed Someone

2023-06-22

this novel continues to follow the adventures of conrad nevitt as he tries to drop out of the world while

maintaining a place in the universe the protagonist tells his life story to explain becoming the legendary

trespasser killer through flashback conversations with journalist tom b howlett
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I killed Myself for a better me

2022-10-31

perfect for fans of laura childs and amanda flower this second bee keeping mystery takes bailey briggs to the

brink as murders threaten the future of her granny s bee festival the small town of humble hills colorado is abuzz

with excitement over the upcoming annual bee festival sponsored by bailey s granny bee and the honeybuzz

mountain ranch the long weekend of festivities includes a beauty pageant beekeeping demonstrations a local

restaurant bake off and a 3k bear run where all the participants are dressed as bears the bake off brings in a

television crew from california to film so it s the most drama filled part of the weekend especially when the

famous celebrity host winds up dead because the celebrity was holding her bracelet and had been witnessed

having an altercation with bailey s best friend evie shortly before his death everyone suspects evie of the murder

and bailey is quickly on the hunt for clues to clear evie s name alongside granny bee and her bunch of geriatric

misfit friends bailey s potential new honey sheriff sawyer dunn is none too pleased to have bailey buzzing around

the investigation but bailey s determined to uncover the truth rescue her grannie s beloved bee festival and save
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her bestie they say you get more flies with honey but in this case more honey may mean you end up dead and a

little competition never hurt anyone unless it ends up killing you

Who Killed Charity? a Stratton and Davis Mystery

2016-03-04

from the twenty first century to pre civil war the tale takes us through the cane fields of florida to the power

brokers of the rum business fired by the kidnapping of a young girl it leads to a plot to destroy america a fast

paced adventure of power pain and intrigue

Dropping Out: Sequel to a Pre-kill

2024-06-04

cape town 1914 where a person can be whoever they want to be former tutor piet barol and singer stacey

meadows are making a splash in colonial cape town styling themselves as the vicomte and vicomtesse de barol
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they have been living by their wits but as the world drifts towards war their quest for comfort and riches has

brought them close to bankruptcy with creditors at their heels their furniture business is imploding and only a

major win will save them stacey finds the ideal stooge a mining magnate with a mansion to furnish piet enlists

two xhosa men to lead him into the magical forest of gwadana in search of a fabled tree he needs precious

wood but he doesn t want to pay for it the natives land act has just abolished property rights for the majority of

black south africans and whole families have been ripped apart as piet s charm charisma and appetite for risk

lead him far beyond the safety of the privileged white world he does not comprehend the enormous price of the

lies he has told nor where they will lead him

Kill or Bee Killed

2010-02

something isn t right that shouldn t be there and there shouldn t be here people shouldn t fly they shouldn t be

able to make something out of nothing or nothing out of something but why not he knows of no other existence

no other way this ought to be his life began here when he awoke to this chaos to these people these ghosts and
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her so he pulls himself away pushes himself inside where he can see the truth he knows nothing no one knows

anything at all and what this place is who he is may be something he could never understand

Kill Devil

2016-09-08

did osho truly die a natural death or were there other forces at play 27 years after osho s death investigative

journalist abhay vaidya reveals shocking details of the case that he tracked for nearly three decades osho s

death on 19th january 1990 triggered intense factional fights and intrigue among his closest followers for the

control of the funds intellectual properties and other lucrative assets of the movement who killed osho not only

captures the history of the movement but is also the definitive account to date of osho s death and that of his

soulmate nirvano throwing fresh light on the controversial circumstances of their deaths this book makes a case

for investigations into the affairs of the osho trusts as they exist today
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Who Killed Piet Barol?

2013

secrets everyone has them do you how bad is your secret some of us have darker secrets than others meet the

baxton sisters patricia regina deidra cece and sherilyn they fight they love they laugh and when necessary some

of them kill these sisters each lead lives that are not what they seem the question is who will be discovered who

will live and who will die secrets to kill for is a fast paced mind boggling suspense thriller that will keep you on

the edge of your seat guessing all the way to the end

And The Young Gods Killed Themselves

2017-03-15

who killed new orleans examines the faulty coping of politicians and officials who failed to protect and aid

vulnerable inhabitants from hurricanes katrina and rita hurricanes katrina and rita created the most expensive
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disaster the largest evacuation and the third deadliest flood in american history

Who Killed Osho

2007-12-10

ten years after the school massacre at columbine high school in colorado school shootings are a new and

alarming epidemic while sociologists have attributed the trigger of violence to peer pressure such as bullying and

social isolation prominent psychologist peter langman argues here that psychological causes are responsible

drawing on 20 years of clinical experience langman offers surprising reasons for why some teens become violent

langman divides shooters into three categories and he discusses the role of personality trauma and psychosis

among school shooters from examining the material evidence of notorious school shooters at columbine and

virginia tech to addressing the mental states of the violent youths he treats langman shows how to identify early

signs of homicide prone youth and what preventive measures educators parents and communities can take to

protect themselves from the tragedy
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Secrets to Kill For

2005

surveillance technology war and the failed us policy of remote killing kill chain is the essential history of drone

warfare a development in military technology that as andrew cockburn demonstrates has its origins in long buried

secret programmes dating to us military interventions in vietnam and yugoslavia cockburn follows the links in a

chain that stretches from the white house through the drone command center in nevada to the skies of helmand

province the book reveals the powerful interests military cia and corporate that turned the pentagon away from

manned aircraft and boots on the ground to killing by remote control cockburn uncovers the technological

breakthroughs the revolution in military philosophy and the devastating collateral damage resulting from

assassinations allegedly targeted with pinpoint precision vivid powerful and chilling kill chain draws on sources

deep in the military and intelligence establishment to lay bare the failure of the modern american way of war
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Who Killed New Orleans?

2009-01-06

An H.E.B. Student's Guide Notes on Meja Mwangi's Kill Me Quick

2015-08-01

Why Kids Kill

Kill Chain
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